Transforming housing construction: project cost management challenges

Problems related to the transformation of housing construction based on the transition from shared-equity construction to project financing are being investigated. Along with the socio-economic benefits for consumers and an increase in the stability of the housing market, there are phenomena that negatively affect developers. The changes that affected the legislation governing the relationship between equity holders and developers affected not only the introduction of escrow accounts, but also amended the requirements for the contract of shared-equity construction, the composition of the rights and obligations of the parties to the contract, the methods of securing activities, and increased liability for violation of the terms of the agreement of shared participation. This creates new economic conditions for the activities of developers. The analysis of the changes established by the law by the analysis of differences in legal regulation of activity of builders in two periods became a research objective: when obtaining the construction license before and after the date of introduction of new norm. As a result of the analysis, contradictions are revealed and assessment of their consequences is made for activity of builders.

The basic principles for successful transformation are justified: stage, awareness and system, feedback. The conclusions were drawn and concrete proposals were made to amend the legislation, including elimination of contradictions in the dual legal regulation of the activities of developers using various project financing schemes, in agreement with banks for the phased disclosure of escrow accounts, the introduction of costs for transport and engineering infrastructure into the project budget, as well as interest on loans for its creation and others. These measures will preserve the effectiveness of housing construction and the sustainable activities of developers as a result of the transformation of the industry.
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INTRODUCTION

Housing sector still remains problematic in Russian Federation: not enough new square meters are being introduced, decrепet and dilapidated housing stock is being slowly liquidated, low availability and high housing prices are being observed, mortgages are expensive, rental housing market is poorly developed, etc. Government makes considerable efforts to create conditions by providing citizens with housing, whose strategic goals are achieved in the framework of the national project called “Housing and urban environment”

Housing for 5 million families are required yearly, where one needs to provide 120 million m² of ready-made housing. Significant role here is assigned to building owners, especially to systemically important ones, who build about a quarter of housing put into operation. However, the transition of industry to new business conditions has created difficulties in its functioning due to changes in the system of funding and contractual obligations.

Currently, the legislation in the field of shared-equity construction in the housing sector is undergoing drastic changes. Along with the visible and undeniable social positive effects, the implementation of these changes creates issues the building owner faces. Researches have been theoretically and practically carried out in the field of methodology and forecast results of innovations in cost and funding management while the life cycle of the project and a capital construction facility [1, 2]. Related consequences have been analyzed for participants in the investment and construction process, the real estate market as a whole, as well as for consumers of ready-made housing [3–6]. Meanwhile the entire business environment, the system of contractual relations, the size and types of economic interests of their participants are being significantly changed, new risks are being redistributed and appeared, including for building owners [7]. Detailed study of the economic instruments of the current transformation of housing construction will allow to formulate approaches to reduce the negative impact of factors being particularly strong while the transition period.

Shared-equity construction is a form of investment activity where the construction or investment entity (building owner) attracts monetary funds from participants in shared-equity construction (shareholders) — namely citizens or legal entities — for the construction of real estate facilities. Considering the ongoing transformation of economic relations in this area, it can be stated that shared-equity construction practically ceases to exist. Investments in the construction are made in the form of project funding with the participation of the bank, which becomes an intermediary between individuals and legal entities and the building owner. Monetary funds of the shareholders remain their property, thus they are put on the

2 List of system-forming organizations of the Russian economy in the field of construction and housing and communal services. URL: https://minstroyrf.gov.ru/docs/61367/ (accessed 06.01.2021).
escrow accounts and are a source of lending to building owners at an optimized interest rate within the framework of project funding⁴.

According to the authors, the transition to the new funding procedure cannot be one-time, thus the mandatory period is needed where the construction of facilities subject to the previous legislation shall be completed, as well as all contradictions and conflicts between the old and new legal regimes shall be resolved.

Along with the funding procedure change the requirements for the contract of shared-equity construction, the composition of the rights and obligations of the parties to the contract, as well as ways of making activities have been amended. Liability for breach of equity investment contract deadlines has been tightened.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Purpose of this study was to analyze changes in legislation for participants in shared-equity construction that had a significant impact on the cost of projects and the financial stability of building owners, as well as to identify issues and develop proposals for the solution.

Changes related to the legislative introduction of new rules for shared-equity construction have been identified as the analysis subject matter. Let us consider the differences in the legal regulation of the two types of building owner activities:

1) construction of facilities under the permit for construction (hereinafter — PIC), received prior to July 1, 2018;

2) construction of facilities under PIC received following July 1, 2018.

About half of all shared-equity construction projects (about 50 million m²) are currently being carried out under PIC received prior to July 1, 2018. This is due to the following two factors:

1) 2.5 to 3 years are required for the construction of a typical multi-entrance multicompartment building (MCB) (with an area of about 25 to 35 thousand m²), along with all the procedures for commissioning and delivery to regulatory authorities. Accordingly, unless PIC have been received shortly prior to July 1, 2018, then the construction continues;

2) majority of major building owners have received a large number of PIC “forward” shortly before the changes in the legislation announced. Some of them have become unnecessary and related costs unjustified — those ones being under a “junk” design. Paying change to permitted use (PU) of the land plots and formal PIC have become direct damages to building owners, since, contrary to expectations, changes in legislation have not allowed to continue to sell such facilities under the same equity funding pattern where the construction fails to comply the criteria. But majority of these facilities have been able to confirm the compliance with the criteria and retained the equity funding pattern.

Key issue regulating the economic indicators of building owners is the list of expenses being carried out at the cost of shareholders. Thus according to PIC received prior to July 1, 2018, it is a short and exhaustive list of articles. According to PIC received following July 1, 2018, the funding streams have been expanded, but more restrictions involved.

It should be noted that the transformation of construction industry in terms of changes in the legislation on shared-equity construction with the introduction of new rules and restrictions, according to the authors, is not a systematic one. Lots of issues are being resolved by “point” method, as well as there is no built phased logic transition to the new regulation of activities of building owners.

Research method was to compare the permitted cost items for the two funding patterns, depending on the date of receipt of PIC.

Thus according to shared-equity construction pattern the following funding streams are allowed, including for: costs of the actual construction of a residential facility; purchase of a lease or ownership of the land plot and payment of rent for the shared-equity construction; payment for the development of design documentation, engineering surveys and follow-up examination; construction of engineering networks within the land plot; payment for connecting the networks to engineering and technical support; reimbursement of costs under the contract on the development of the territory and implementing functions of building owner when the construction of economy-class housing; reimbursement of costs under contracts for the development of built-up areas, integrated development of the territory and the complex development of the territory and the fulfillment of contractual obligations of building owner; payment for the documents registration on the territory planning, as well as for the construction of infrastructure facilities; payment of interest on the trust loans; costs of state registration of the co-investment contracts.

All the above-mentioned costs are also provided for by the new provisions, however the related list has been significantly expanded. Thus under the project funding pattern the payment of interest and repayment of principal trust loans are possible; placing temporarily available funds on deposit are permitted, as well as payment of services of the bank, transfer funds to the account in another authorized bank, pay the taxes, revenues, mandatory contributions to the compensation fund; returning the funds and interest for their use to shareholder; pay salary along with related taxes, contributions to insurance, pension, and LPA fund, as well as guarantees and compensation; pay for services of commercial executive body of building owner; implement the costs of premises keeping and utilities from the date of entry into operation of the facility up to the registration of ownership rights.

**RESULTS**

Thus, the building owners who received PIC prior to July 1, 2018, cannot implement a number of important current operations of shareholders’ money compared to building owners who received PIC following the introduction of new provisions and are forced to use other sources of funding, such as to reimburse the major amount of debts for the targeted loans and payment of interest and reimbursement of the major amount of debt of the specific borrowings. It is necessary to pay special attention to the fact that the exclusion of the opportunity to attract new non-targeted borrowings and loans since December 25, 2018 jeopardized the funding of the current activities of the building owners with PIC received prior to July 1, 2018, since all the costs not provided in the list are prohibited to fund from the money of shareholders, and the building owner has no other sources in the absence of profit.

At the same time, in contrast to PIC received following July 1, 2018, more “early” ones also have a number of advantages, namely:

1) simplified control over transactions on the building owner’s settlement accounts (hereinafter — special accounts), including the prohibition of costs not related to the project: for instance, purchase of shares, as well as issuance of new borrowings. According to PIC received following July 1, 2018, the bank analyzes such indicators as the share of advances under the general contractor and the
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share of operating costs in the project budget, which is indicated in the project declaration, and requests documents confirming the intended purpose of the payment;

2) possibility of further performance of obligations, including the payment of interest, receiving new tranches of non-targeted credit contracts and targeted loan agreements, as well as the execution of the surety agreements, which have been made prior to December 25, 2018 before No. 478-FL entered into force, according to which all building owners since December 25, 2018 are prohibited to attract new non-targeted loans;

3) possibility to reimburse the previously incurred costs through receiving the targeted loans and borrowings;

4) in addition, the new restrictions, according to which one building owner can have only one construction permit, do not apply to PIC received prior to July 1, 2018. Building owner should not have obligations under the loans and borrowings not related to the construction. Securities are also forbidden for issuance. Also, the amount of the building owner’s obligations not related to the attraction of monetary funds from the participants of shared-equity construction and construction should not exceed one percent of the project cost of construction. Property owned by the building owner should not be used to ensure the performance of the obligations of third parties;

5) analysis showed that the building owner who received PIC in the interim period between July 1, 2018 and July 1, 2019 suffered additional restrictions that oblige to restructure the business and conduct part of the operating activities in a different legal field. Parallel operation of different norms indicates the absence of a developed mechanism for the phased transformation of legislation in shared-equity construction.

As the effort to consolidate control of the activities of building owners, since September 1, 2018, the duty of opening bank accounts of building owners (hereinafter — special accounts) for all building owners, regardless of the date of receipt of PIC (as amended by 175 FL dated July 1, 2018). But the control of transactions under these special accounts, as mentioned above, differs from PIC received at different times. According to amendments made to 214-FL (as amended by 175-FL dated July 1, 2018), the next step was the mandatory transition to a new funding procedure using escrow accounts since July 1, 2019. Starting from 2023, the use of escrow accounts in order to avoid direct attraction of shareholders’ funds shall become the only way to purchase an apartment under the co-investment contract.

Funding pattern using the shareholders’ funds within the transition period could be retained only by those projects that have received a Criteria compliance statement (CCS) when performance of mandatory requirements in terms of co-investment contracts amounts under PIC of at least 10 % of the total area sold, and not less than 30 % of the facility construction readiness. For systemically important building owners, as well as for those who have been involved in the construction of social facilities, these indicators were reduced to 6 and 15 %, respectively. As a result, a number of building owners are completing the construction under to the previous funding pattern along with the attracting money of shareholders to special accounts.

DISCUSSION

Under current situation, when there are several types of legal regulation of the same activity in parallel, major building owners face significant difficulties. Thus, unless the building owner implements a large project for the construction of residential and commercial real estate with a single engineering and social infrastructure, have already received PIC for the land plots and performs building activity, and other plots are for prospective — this building owner falls within double (or maybe even triple) legal regulation. For the facilities with PIC with a date prior to July 1, 2018 and from July 1, 2018 to July 1, 2019 (subject to receipt of CCS) — this is bank control of transactions on special accounts plus special restrictions on activities not related to the target one, and for the facilities attracting funds from shareholders to escrow accounts — cooperation with banks on project funding and other requirements for the building owner in terms of its compliance with the activities performed. At the same time, the building owner provides reports on its activities to the supervisory authority as a single legal entity, which entails a contradiction in the assessment of compliance with the requirements on behalf of the supervisory authority.

Another important issue is that the building owner who is forced to attract project funding faces strict requirements of banks for subordination of the target project loan related to other loans and borrowings the building owner has at the date of applying for project funding. Unless at the moment the building owner has outstanding obligations on old non-targeted loans and borrowings, or other targeted loans from other banks — this makes project funding greatly complicated, and sometimes impossible to do.

It should be noted that the building owner is not always able to transfer existing new projects to separate legal entities — namely specialized building owners — without significant losses in order to avoid this barrier. This is due to the terms of land lease contracts, developed technical and economic indicators, as well as with a single social and engineering load for the entire development, etc.

Thus, the transition period in the ways of control and implementation of project funding requires substantial and detailed elaboration and changes in a number of related legislative norms to simplify and accelerate this transition. In other words, it is necessary to quickly develop and implement a mechanism for regulating this transformation, namely:

- collect data and analyze the current status of existing building owners in terms of legal regulation of their projects;
- consolidate and systematize the positions of regulatory authorities regarding each project, especially in regions where there are significant subjective differences in the regulation of building owners’ activities;
- eliminate contradictions between the existing regulations, as well as amend the enactments.
- projects that attract shareholders’ funds through escrow accounts, should be provided with a single mechanism for the building owner’s interaction with banking institutions, registry of Russian Federation, Cadastral Chamber, supervisory authorities, as well as establish communications, build an electronic document flow, including with the participation of shareholders.

Since the further activity of building owners is possible only through escrow accounts and project funding, the development of such a mechanism with the creation of a single digital information platform shall become an important step for the planned implementation of the national project called “Housing and urban environment”.

As noted, approaches to managing the project cost of construction in the context of the new funding pattern using escrow accounts are fully and widely described and analyzed [8–14]. However, the subsequent changes in the legislation in shared-equity construction are already aimed at regulating this mechanism for implementing the
building owners’ activities. Thus for instance, No. 841216-7 law draft (Adopted by the State Duma of the Russian Federation in the third reading dated July 7, 2020, published on July 13, 2020) introduces the following amendments: to disclose funds in escrow accounts following the completion of construction, the building owner shall only provide the bank with a permit to put the facility into operation. Previously, it was required to additionally provide an extract from the USRN confirming the registration of ownership rights in respect of one shared-equity construction facility. This regulation reduces the period for receiving funds from escrow accounts by at least 1 month, which reduces the building owner’s costs for servicing the loan and releases funds for other projects.

Building owners are currently widely discussing the possibility of phased disclosure of escrow accounts during the construction of the facility. Banks are not yet ready for this step due to the lack of a mechanism to ensure funding of the facility construction in the event of the building owner’s insolvency, since the funds from the escrow accounts shall be returned to the shareholders by banks in full. Alternative option is the disclosure of escrow accounts exclusively for the reimbursement of part of the bank’s loan [15].

In addition, one should note a single significant change in the tax legislation, which is directly related to the building owner’s activities. Federal Law No. 210-FL dated July 27, 2019 amended the Tax Code of the Russian Federation, according to which building owners dated January 1, 2020 received the opportunity to include in the costs for profit taxation purposes the expenses incurred for the creation of social infrastructure facilities that are transferred to state or municipal ownership unpaid. This much-needed regulation shall allow building owners to partially compensate their expenses in the amount of income tax on the value of the property transferred[5].

In terms of finalizing this regulation, the following should be amended:

1) Law No. 210-FL, by adding the list of facilities, the costs of creation of which can be considered by the building owner for the purposes of profit taxation, transport and engineering infrastructure facilities;

2) Tax Code of the Russian Federation, which shall allow one to consider the costs of the building owner in the form of interest on loans received for the construction of social facilities, as well as transport and engineering infrastructure facilities;

3) Tax Code of the Russian Federation, which shall allow one to consider the costs of the building owner for the maintaining built social facilities, as well as transport and engineering infrastructure facilities since commissioning up to the transfer into state or municipal property.

Analysis of the current status of the regulatory framework, considering recent amendments, has shown that the large-scale legislative reforms affecting all participants in the investment and construction process, especially in such strategic areas as housing construction and its cost management, should be based on the following principles:

First principle is phasing, providing the legal transition from one legal field to another without presence of conflicting regulations, leading to the complications of operating real estate by the building owners, along with a clear definition of terms and explanation of transition.

Second principle is awareness and consistency required for the rapid and successful transition to the new legal regulation and ensuring readiness for the transition of all participants of process with the amendments to the regulations of each agency and business areas: Ministry of construction the Russian Federation, Cadastral Chamber, Registry of the Russian Federation, State Construction Supervision and Inspection Service, Bank sector, FTA of the Russian Federation, insurance sector, shared-equity construction supervisory authorities, etc.

Third principle is feedback, implying a prompt response to the signals of the participants in the process on the emerging issues in the new legal regulation along with the development of a solution to each issue. It is necessary to define a single responsibility center, which shall accumulate questions and proposals, as well as have the powers to organize the process of solving.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, let us formulate proposals for improving the regulation of building owners’ activities in the context of economic transformation. To do this, one should base on the principles provided by existing enactments amended, namely:

1. In terms of regulating the activities of building owners who attract money of shareholders to special accounts, one should remove contradictions in the legal field, as well as eliminate gaps in the legislation under double legal regulation.

2. In terms of regulating the activities of building owners who attract money of shareholders to escrow accounts, and coordinate with banks and to amend the legislation under the phased disclosure of the escrow accounts, approve the maximum allowable requirements of banks over the level of the own funds, the interest rate, the terms of consideration of applications for project funding, as well as for requirements to the financial status of the building owner.

3. Tax regulation should be amended by the allocation of costs for transport and engineering infrastructure, interest on loans for the construction of this infrastructure to the project costs, as well as retain VAT and property tax benefits.

4. To organize registration activities, one should amend and approve the terms of consideration of applications for registration of co-investment contracts, property rights, mortgage agreements, leases, as well as develop action plans for all known cases of delays and refusals in registration.

5. In terms of conducting scheduled and unscheduled inspections, one should specify the final list of grounds and terms of inspections made by State Construction Supervision and Inspection Service, regulatory authorities to verify the performance of obligations to shareholders, Registry of the Russian Federation, etc.

6. When providing preferential interest rates on loans, along with one-time measures to subsidize the interest rate, one should consider subsidizing the interest rate on loans to finance the operating activities of the building owner and its capital investments aimed at improving business efficiency, including the purchase of software, licenses and patents for the purpose of digitalization of activities.

All these measures shall improve the efficiency and transparency of housing construction cost management, accelerate the commissioning of houses, make the economic situation of building owners reliable, as well as reduce the risks of the population when providing housing.
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Трансформация жилищного строительства: проблемы управления стоимостью проектов

Исследуются проблемы, связанные с трансформацией жилищного строительства, базирующейся на переходе от долевого строительства к проектному финансированию. Наряду с социально-экономическими выгодами для потребителей и повышением стабильности рынка жилья, наблюдается явление негативно воздействующее на застройщиков. Изменение, затронувшее законодательство, регулирующее взаимоотношения дольщиков и застройщиков, коснулось улучшения жилищного строительства. Проведено исследование, в которое были включены различные схемы финансирования проектов, по сравнению с банковским поэтапным раскрытием счета, банковский счет застраховки и внедрение различных схем. Эксперты указали на увеличение векселей застройщиков, используя различные налоги и уплату.

жения по изменению законодательства, в том числе по устранению противоречий при двойном правовом регулировании деятельности застройщиков, использующих различные схемы финансирования проектов, по сравнению с банковскими.

Ключевые слова: жилищное строительство, трансформация, строительная отрасль, застройщики, эскроу-счет
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